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Abstract
The  degree  to which  policy actions  of the central bank  affect narket interest
rates has  been  a much-debated  issue in monetary  theory.  This paper  upda[es  and
'improves  upon  recent empirical  estinates  of the effect of monetary  policy on
interest rates'  Interest rates are assumed  to be determined  in an effic.ient
market  in which  expectations  are forrned  rationalry.  Tests  of the proposition
that unanticipated  increases  in the money.  stock are correrated  with decr.ines  in
interest rates are then  undertaken.  The  ernpirical  results provide  mixed
evidence  of the presence  of a liquidity effect.  One  possible  expranation  for
a negative  inf'luence  of monetary  poricy  on interest rates is that financiar
deregulation  has  made  money  growth  a ress  reriabre  indicator  of inflationary
pressures.
BY
*.  The.views  expressed  in this article are sole.ly  those  of the authors,  ano should  not be dttributed to the Federar  Reserve"Bank  of Daras or the FJoerar reserve  System.T.  IilTRODUCTIOII
Assessing  the inpact of changes  in the growth  rate of money  on the
pattern of nominal  interest rate movenents  has  been  an important  issue in
research
analyses
the transmission  mechanism  of nonetary  policy.  Traditjonal
the effects of an increase  in the growth  rate of money  on noninal
interest rates hypothesized  a stylized  response  pattern  of an initial  decline
'in interest rates, called  the liquidity effect, followed  by a rise in interest
rates fron the combined  inpact of i  nconre  and  pri  ce-expectat  i  ons  effects.  The
liquidity  effect arising from  faster money  growth  reflects the fall  in .interest
rates required  to equate  the supply  of and  demand  for real money  balances
fol lowing  an acceleration  in money  supply  growth. The  income  effect from  an
acceleration in money  growth  refers to the upward  pressure  on .interest  rares
from a rise  in norninal  income.  The  increase  in noninal income  results from  the
conbined  impact  of any  nise in real money  balances  and  real sector  growth
generated  by the nonetary  stimulus.  The  pr  i  ce-expectat  i  ons  effect reflects  any
a.ltered  expectations  of the impact  of faster money  growth  on price inflation.
Higher  price expectations  w.i  ll  also tend  to push  up noninal  jnterest rates.
The  response  pattern of  interest rates to a more  accommodative  monetary  policy
is thus critically  dependent  upon  the strength  of the liquidity  effect and  the
speed  of adjds-tment  to the income  and  price expectations  effects.
This paper  makes  use  of a rati ona  I  -expectat  i  ons  model  developed  by Mishkin
(1983)  to update  previous  empirical  work  on  the liquidity effect.  unlike prror
research  using  this approach  (Reichenstein,  l9g7), we  use  the correctjon
developed  by Murphy  and  Topel  (1985)  to account  for measurenent  error.
Further, we  make  use  of both seasonally  adjusted  and  unadjusted  data.  The
enpirical results indicate  the presence  of a liquidity effect with seasonally
adiusted  Ml growth  and  both adjusted  and  unadjusted  growth  in M2.  Both
of2
adjusted  and  unadjusted  monetary  base  growth,  as well as unadjusted  Ml growth,
though' fail  to show  a riquidity  effect.  r,le  proceed  as folows.  The  first
section offers an overview  of previous  research  on the effect of money  growth
on interest rates.  Next, the rat  i  ona  l  -expectati  ons  model  developed  by M.ishkin
(1983)  is described.  Section  three  contains  a description  of the data  as  well
as a discussion  of the empirical  results.  The  final section  presents  the
conclusions  dnd  suggestions  for future research.
II.  PRIVIOUS  RESEARCH
A.  Early Literature
The  early literature  on search  for a riquidity  effect--Fr  i  edrnan  (1964),
cagan  (  1966  )  --confi  rmed  a fair'ry long  response  time of as much  as one  to two
years between  the initial  decline in interest rates from  accelerated  money
growth  and  the reversal of this  pattern to higher  nominal  .interest  rates.
Later work  by cagan  and  Gandorfi  (1969)  found  that interest rates decr'ined  for
six months  following an increase  in noney  growth  and  thereafter began  to.i  se.
Gibson  (1970)  reported  a time lag of betifreen  four to nine nonths  between  the
initial  decline  and  subsequent  turnaround.  in interest  rates.  The  time  1ag  in
Gibson's  analysis  varied  with the definition of money  and  interest rates  used
in the est  imatl  on.
B.  Recent  Research
More  recent empirical  work  on the rerationship  between  money  growth  and
noninal interest rate changes  either finds no rerationship between  these
va.iables  or a considerabry  shorter  adjustment  path  between  the initial  decrine
and  eventual  rise  in interest rates from  accelerated  money  growth.  Findings
reported  by liilcox (1983)  '  Hoehn  (i983), Mehra  (1985),  and  Reichenstein  (r9gz)
for the period  incruding  nuch  of the decade  of the 1970,s  do  not identify a3
signjficant  negative  effect of money  growth  on interest rates.  0ther work  for
the period, including  Brown  and  Santoni  (1983),  and  Melvin  (1993),  report  a
temporary,  significant decline in interest rates, but the time 1ag  between  the
initial  drop and  subsequent  increase  in interest rates was  only one  month  or
less.  Melvinrs  (1983)  resu'lts  ind.icate  that interest  rates  noved  above  their
original  level by the second  month  after a monetary  acceleration.
These  more  recent studies  conclude  that the shortened  responle  t.irne  ro a
change  in nonetary  growth  reflects the impact  of changes  .in  Federal  Reserve
operating  procedures  coinciding  with the announcement  of target growth  ranges
for money. In addition, arguments  are given  that agents  adjusted  their
expectations  of price  novements  nore  quickly  during  that period  of high  price
'inflation.  Prior to the high  inflatjon years  of the i970ts,  pol.icymakers
tended  to bel  ieve that an expansionary  monetary  policy wou)d  significantty
lowerinterest  rates for a consjderable  duration (Guttentag,  1966).  In
contrast' beginning  in the mid-1970's,  u.s. monetary  policy was  forrnulated  more
with the vie!, that high interest rates were  the result of an acconmodative
monetary  poi  icy that fueled inflatjonary expectatjons. As a result,
policymakers  tended  to respond  to rising  interest rates by lowering  money
growth. Thii 
'institutional 
chdnge  jnduced  jnvestors  to respond  qu.ickly  to
I  arger-than-ant  i  c  i  pated  increases  in the money  supply  by bidding  down  the prjce
of fjxed-jncome  securities  in antic.ipation  of subsequent  Federal  Reserve
efforts  to decelerate  money  growth  (Roley  1983,  1987).
Estimates  of the formation  of inflat.ion expectations  reported  by Blejer
(1978)'  cornell (1983),  and  Mehra  (1988)  indicate  that the 1ag  between  money
growth  and  inflation also shortened  considerably  during  the 1970,s. These
studies' together  with the work  on the theory  of rational expectations  ano4
market  efficiency by Fama  (1975,  1976)  and  Ne.lson  and  schwert  (1917), indicate
that inflationary expectations  can  adjust  quite rapidly, particularly  when  the
level of inflation is high  (Muth  1961,  Mishkin  1983). The  combined  effects of
rapid adjustments  in inflationary expectations  and  quick investor response  to
anticipated changes  in monetary  pol  icy can  offset the short-run Iiquidity
effect.  Hence,  even  in the very short run, the net effect of a change  in money
growth  on interest rates is uncertain.
C.  A Neu  Regirne?
Most  of the recent  work  fron the 1970's  through  1983  on the relationship
between  money  growth  and  interest rates indicates  that monetary  acceleration
has  had  an essentjally neutral impact  on short-term  interest rates.  Since
then, however,  the relationship may  again  have  changed. In the recent  past, it
has  been  argued  that financial innovations  and  dereguiation  of financial
markets  have  combined  to make  the monetary  aggregates  less valuable  guides  in
formulating  monetary  policy (Judd  and  Trehan,  19g7,  Motley, lggg).  This
breakdown  in the money-income  and  money-price  relationships induced  the Federal
Reserve  to alter  operating  procedures  in .late 
l9g2 toward  greater emphasis  on
targeting interest rates and  away  from  monetary  aggregate  targets,  Moreover,
in 1987  the Federal  Reserve  declined  to specify a target growth  range  for  the
naffow  Ml aggregate  (Friedman,  198e).1 In addition to this  change  in operating
procedures,  the relationship between  inflation  and  money  growth  also appears  to
have  changed.  Since  1983,  the rate of inflation has  slowed  considerably
despite accelerated  money  growth. From  l9B3  through  1986  inflation  averaged
3.2 percent  while the average  rate of .increase  in the nanow  Ml aggregate,
though  variable, was  9.8 percent.  That  compares  to average  growth  in Ml of 6.6
percent  from  1979  through  1982,  the height  of the recent inflatjonary5
environment  in the U.S.  when  the CPI  recorded  averaqe  annual  increases  of
approxinately  10  percent.
The  change  in Federal  Reserve  operating  procedures  together  with the
deceleration  in inf.lation may  have  again  altered the response  pattern of
interest rates to changes  in rnoney  growth.  In an attempt  to verify  this,  we
extend  the existing empirical  work  on the relatjonship between  money  growth  and
short-term  interest rates through  1986. Foilowing  Mishkin  (1983);  we  enploy
the efficient  market  s-rat  i  onal expectations  approach. The  period  examined  is
from 1959-1986.  Different from  both  Mishkin,s  (1983)  find.ings  for  the period
1959-1976,  and  Reichenstein's  (1987)  extension  of l,lishkin,s  work  for the period
1959-1983,  the results obtained  in this study  provide  nixed  evjdence  of the
existence  of a short-run ljquidity  effect.  Results  reported  on the formation
of  inflation  expectdtions  estinrated  over  the lengthened  period, 1959-1986,  also
indicate that the role of money  growth  in the formation  of inflat.ion
expectations  may  have  changed  in the 1980rs. In contrast  wjth previous
findings, including  Mishkin  (i983),  Mehra  (1985)  and  Reichenstein  (1987),  money
growth  did not emerge  as a sjgnificant determinant  jn the fonnation  of price
expectations  during the period 1959-1986.
I I.  THE  I,IODEL
The  theory  of efficient  markets,  or rationa'l expectat.ions,  postulates  that
interest rates in financial narkets  reflect  a.l  I available information.  More
formally, the rational expectations  hypothesis  maintains  that the market's
subjectjve  probability  distribution  of any  variable  is ident.ical  to the
objective  probability  distribution  of that variable,  cond.itional  on  all
available  past  infonnation. Under  rational expectatjons,  an  arbitrage6
condition  exists in that no  unexploited  profit opportunities  exist in financial
narkets.  At the current price, market  part.icipants  cannot  expect  to earn a
h  i  gher-than-normal  rate of return by investing in a part.icular  securjty.  To
give this hypothesis  empirical  content,  a model  of narket  equilibrium  of
interest rates is needed  -
Fol  lowing  Mishkin  (1983),  we  assume  that.  for  short-term  interest rares,
the one-peri  od-ahead  forward  rate equals  the one-per  i  od-ahead  expected  short
rate plus a risk premiurn:
.  .s
t-1ft 
= tm(rtllt-1) + d;' (t)
and
q
di = uo  + alzt,  (2)
where:
rt  = one-period  short-term  interest rate at time t,
t_tFt 
= forward  rate for the one-peri  od-  ahead  rate at time t
implied  by the  yield curve  at t-1.
di = ritt  premium  for ,_rF*
zt = a measure  of uncertainty  of short-rate movements,
Ir_, = inforrnation  availab1e  at t-1.
conbining  the arbitrage  condition  implied  by rational expectations  with the
model  of market  equilibrium  gives  the following:
E(r.-r_rFr-a.-arzrllr)  =  0,  (3)I
which  states  that (rt-t_lFa) is uncorrelated  lrjth any  past  avajlable
informatjon.  The  corresponding  eff i  ci  ent-markets  model  we  employ  makes  use  of
the l iquidity  preference  approach  to money  demand,  as in Laidler (1985).  In
this  model,  interest rates are assumed  to be related to money  growth  as well as
to movements  in income  and  prices.  Therefore,  unanticipated  changes  in
interest rates are hypothesized  to be the result of unexpected  movements  in
each  of the following  variables:  money  growth;  growth  in income;-and  inflation.
This leads  to the following  estjmation  equation:
rt = t_  1Ft-a0-arz.+Bln  (ritGr-MG;)+By  (  r  pct-  ieel)+eo  (  er-  e!  )  +e., (4)
where
MGt,  IPGt, Pr, = growth  rates of money,  jndustrjal production  (as a
proxy  for  income)  and  prices, respectively.
MG;,  IPG;, P! = exnected  growth  rates of money,  industriat production
and  prices, respecti  vely,
B-, 8,,,  B^  = coefficients,
||rJV
et = random  disturbance  tern.
As  Mishkin  (1983)  points  out, this equation  js the eff  i  c  i  ent-markets  analog  to
the typica.l  money-demand  relationship ln that it  is only when  new  information
hits the market  that r,  will deviate  from  its expected  rate.  If  a liquidity
effect  is  present, then the coeffjcient on money  growth,  Bm,  js  negative.  In
this  case, unanticipated  increases  in money  growth  1ead,  at 
'least  in the short
run, to declines in interest rates.  Further, a I  i  qu  i  d  i  ty-preference  view
hypothesjzes  that the coeffic'ients  on  the other  variables  are  Dositive.
Unanticipated  jncreases  in real income  and  inflation result in increases  inshort-tern  interest  rates.
III.  EI{PIRICAL  RESULTS
A.  Data
In estimating  Equation  4, quarterly data for the time period 1959-1996  are used
for the fo  llowing  variables:
rt  = 90-day  Treasury  bill  rate,  last day  of the quarter,
BASE  = growth  rate of the St. Louis  nonetary  base,  first
difference  in l  ogs,
y16  = growth  rate of M1,  first  difference in iogs,
1426  = growth  rate of M2,  first  difference in logs,
1p6=  growth  rate of industrial production  first  difference in
logs (as a proxy  for real incorne),
INF=  inflation rate, fjrst  difference  in logs  of CpI.
These  data are obtained  from  the Citibase  data set. 3  In un effort  to
determine  the extent to which  the results are sensitive to the measure  of noney
used,  estinates of the parameters  of Equation  4 are attempted  using  the
monetary  base'  ML  and  M2- Further, estimates  of Equation  4 are also undertaken
using  seasonally  unadjusted  data  since,  as  Mishk.in  (19S3,  p.92)  points  out, it
'is not clear whether  agents  use  adjusted  or unadjusted  data in the formation  of
expectations.  4
B.  Forecasting Equations
The  expectations  equations  are assumed  to be rational forecasts  obtained
from Iinear forecasting  equations. To  obtain estjmates  of the expectations
variables, nultivarjate  forecasting  equations  are formu.lated  using  the Granger
(1969)  concept  of predictive  quality.  That  is, each  of the variables,  BASE,9
MlG,  MzG,  IPG  and  INF  was  regressed  on jts  own  four lags, pius four lags of
each  of the other variables included  in the estimation  equation,  plus four lags
of each  of the following variables: unernp  I  oyment  rate (URATE);  three-month
Treasury  bill  rate (TBILL):  balance  of payments  on current account  (cuRAcr);
growth  rate of real federal government  expenditures  (FEDEXP);  high employmenr
budget  surplus (DEF);  and  the growth  rate of the market  value  of governnent
debt  in the hands  of the public (DEBTG).  5  In choosing  these  variables,  we
followed  Mishk'in  (1983)  and  also the literature  on reaction functions (Barth,
sickles and  wiest  1982). That  is, these  variables  appear  to have  influenced
Federal  Reserve  behavior  and  would  possibly  be used  in the formation  of
expectations  by economic  agents, The  four lags of each  of these  variables were
retained in a forecasting  equation  only lf  they were  join  y significant at the
five-percent level.  Results  from  this procedure  are reported  in Table l  and
Table  2.  since  these  equations  contain  lagged  dependent  variables,  the Durbin-
l'latson  test  statistic  is invalid.  Therefore,  we  employ  the test developed  by
Breusch  (1979)  and  Godfrey  (1978),  (B-c), to detect the presence  of serial
correlation.  In each  case,  the forecasting  equations  are found  to possess
seri  al  ly uncorrelated  a""orr. 6
C.  Ri  sk l4easuie
The  neasure  of uncertainty, zt,  is constructed  as the average  absorute
change  in the Treasury  bill  rate over  a number  of quarters. Following  Mishkin
(1983),  the difference between  the spot and  forward  rate,  (ra_r_rFa)  was
regressed  on neasures  of 2,.  The  best fit  wds  obtained  from  za calculated  from
twelve  previous  quarters. The  results  are  given  as:
(r+-+ r  F*  )  =-0.000977-0.56128**2^
L r'-J r  (0.0020)  (0.2627\  L (s)10
2
R-=0.05,  D-N=l.54,  SSE=O.110,  *=significant  at the 5g  level  .
This  measure  of risk  is crude  in that it  is not based  explicitly on  any
utility-maximizing  behavior. A1so,  it  is assumed  that the manner  in which
agents  evaluate  their  risk  is constant  over time.  Therefore,  the ernpirical
results which  foliow are reported  both  $rjth  and  without the risk  variable
included. The  results are  not substantively  affected  if  this variable  is
exc  luded.
0.  Results
Equation  4 js estimated  using  the Barro (1977)  two-step  procedure  which
entdils using  the residuals  from  the forecasting  equations  as independent
variables 1n Equation  4.  A well-known  shortcorning  with the two-step  procedure  -
is that it  fails  to account  for the fact that the unobservable  regressors  have
been  estjmated  in the calculation of the parameters  and  standard  errors in the
second  step.  As a result,  the second-step  standard  errors and  related test
statistics are incorrect. Unlike  previous  research  ln this area  (Rjshenstein
1987),  we  use  the procedure  developed  by Murphy  and  Topel  (1985)  to obtajn the
asymptotically  correct  covariance  matrix,  thereby  enabling  valid statistical
inference. '  Variations  of Equation  4 are estimated  in an attempt  to detennine
how  robust the results are to the particular monetary  aggregate  chosen  and  the
use  of seasonally  adjusted  versus  unadjusted  data. Also, in an  effort to
determine  how  sensitive  the results  are  to the rjsk variable,  zr,  (SIGMA),  we
report results both  jncluding  and  omitting  this variable.  The  estimates  appear
in Table  3 and  Table  4.
Both  measures  of monetary  base  growth  do not indicate the presence  of a11
liquidity  effect.  when  unexpected  growth  in seasonally  adjusted  M1  and  M2  are
used,  however,  a liquidity effect is jndicated. The  coefficients  on
unanticipated  money  growth  are negative  and  significant.  These  measures  of the
money  suppiy  give conflicting results when  seasonally  unadjusted  data are used.
l',li  th data that are not seasonal  1y adjusted,  the liquidity  effect associated
with unanticipated  Ml growth  is eliminated,  whj1e  growth  in M2  js significantly
negatively  correlated  with interest rate movements.  g
The  presence  of a significant liquidity  effect jn some  of the models
estimated  is in contrast to Mishkin  (1983)  and  Re'ichenstein  (1997)  both of whom
find no significant liquidity effect.  Reichenstein  estimated  his rnodel  using
monthlJ  data.  It  could  be the case  that the Federal  Reservers  operating
horizon  is longer  than  one  month,  in which  case  a significant liquidity effect
would  not be discovered  with nronthly  data.
It  could also be argued  that the presence  of a liqujdity  effect  is
associated  with either the change  in Fed  operating  procedures  undertaken  in
.late 
i979 or the introduction  of f inanc.ial  deregulation  which  occuned  at
roughly  the sane  time.  Chow  tests were  conducted  on the forecasting
regressions.  It  was  assumed  that a break  occurred  beginning  in the fourth
quarter of  1979,  to coincide  with the change  in Fed  operating  procedures
undertaken  at that time.  It  was  also around  this  time that transactions
deposits  began  paying  interest nationwide. Hith both adjusted  and  unadjusted
data, a significant F-statistic ot 2.28  and  3.06,  respectively,  for INFe
jndicates d structural change  occurred  in the decade  of the 19g0,s  in the
formation  of  jnflationary expectations.  9
Further  evidence  that a change  in inflat.ionary  expectations  may  have
occurred  is presented  in Table  5 and  rable 6.  using  a procedure  described  inL2
l4ehra  (1985),  the Livingston  survey  neasure  of  infrationary expectations  is
regressed  against  money  growth  and  current and  past inflation.  [.|e  estimare
this  model  over two time periods.  The  first  period is from 1960-1976,  and
coincides  with Mishkin's (1983)  study.  0ver thls  period, money  growth,  however
defined, is a significant factor in the formation  of this neasure  of
'inflationary expectations. l4oreover,  the results are robust  w.ith  respect  to
the use  of seasonally  adjusted  versus  unadjusted  data.  Estimates  of this  model
since 1976  inaicate that the factors influencing  the fornation of expectatlons
appedr  to have  changed  since  the period  of i,lishkinrs  (i983)  analysis.  In this
'later 
time period' seasonaily  adjusted  base  growth  and  Ml growth  rernain
significant.  l,,lith  unadjusted  data, though,  Ml growth  is  no longer  significant.
The  most  consistent  pattern is associated  with M2  growth.  Using  both
seasonally  adjusted  and  unadjusted  data, M2G  becomes  an insignificant factor in
the fonnation  of  inflatjonary expectations. If  agents  are, at least
temporarily, attaching less weight  to movements  in the broader  nonetary
aggregate  when  forecasting inflation.  the reemergence  of a consistent liquidity
effect  associated  with M2  rnay  be due, in part, to a reduced  pri  ce-expectat  i  ons
effect  at work  -
Moreover,  developments  in the implenrentation  of monetary  policy .in  the
early 1980's  may  shed  further light on  why  a liquidity effect is consisten  y
associated  with the broader  monetary  aggregate. In its  October,  l9g2  neeting,
the Federal  Open  Market  committee  began  to deemphasize  the role of M1  in tne
conduct  of pollcy.  This process  curminated  in the February,  19g7  meeting  of
the comnittee  at which  no target range  was  established  for Ml growth. 10  If
the central bank  downplayed,novenents  in Ml, perhaps  market  participants did
also.l3
Finaliy, the presence  of a liquidity effect in sone  of the models
estinated  does  not lead to a policy prescription of easy  money  growth  to  lower
interest rates.  Robinson  (1988)  finds evidence  that unanticipated  increases  in
money  growth  lead to increases  in  long-term  interest rates.  Thus,  agents
appear  to recognize  the long-run  inflationary consequences  of money  growth  and
bid up long-term  rates accordingly.
IV.  CONCLUSIONS
Using  a rationai expectat  i  ons--eff  i  c  i  ent markets  approach,  this  paper
finds mixed  evidence  of a significant liquidity effect associated  wjth an
expansionary  nonetary  policy.  Several  specifications are estjmated  in an
effort to resolve  potential  diff lcu'ltjes  including:  (1) the appropriate  neasure
of money  to be used; (2) the use  of seasonally  adjusted  versus  unadjusted  data;
and,  (3) the sensitivity of the results  to the specification  of rjsk.  tinlike
previous  work  employing  the two-step  procedure,  the estimatjon  technjque  used
here  accounts  for the fact that the unobservable  regressors  are measured  with
effor, thus  allowjng  for valid statistical inference. In some  cases,
unanticipated  increases  in money  growth  are correlated  with declines in short-
term interest rates.  One  possible  explanation  for  the reemergence  of a
liquidity  effect nay lie  in the changing  pattern of expectations  formation  due
to changes  in Federal  Reserve  operating  procedures,  as well as recent declines
in velocity.  This negative  correlation between  unantic.ipated  noney  growth  and
short-terrn  interest rates does  not argue  for  a rnonetary  policy of expani'.ion  in
the hopes  of achieving  lower  interest rates.  Such  a policy would  lead to
higher long-term  rates.
An interesting extension  of the model  rnay  lie  in a nore  formal
specification  of the risk variable.  It  is somewhat  crude  to suppose  that riskL4
prenia are constant  over time.  Engle  (1982)  and  Engle,  Lilien  and  Robins
(1987)  offer  a technique  that allows  for nonconstant  liquidity  or rjsk  premia
in an effort  to obtain nore  efficient  parameter  estimates. Use  of the ARCH  or
ARCM-M  nodels  in estimating  the effects of poljcy changes  on interest rates
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ESTIMATES  OF  LIQUIDITY  EFFECT
SEASONALLY  ADJUSTED  DATA
1959-1986
Constant  (Base-Basee)  (IpG-IpGe'|  (INF-INFe)  SIGMA
-0.0016  -0.3353  0.2978**  0.5285*  -0.4566
(0.001e)  "  (0.232s)  (0.0688)  (0.2381)  (0.2600)
R2  = 0.25; D-l,rl  = 1.57
-0.0047**  -0.3184  0.2811**  0.5159*
(0.0010)  (0.2?48)  (0.0618)  (0.2323)
R2  = 0.20; D-t.l  = 1.51
* = Significance  at the 5 percent  level **  = Significance  at the 1 percent  level
Standard  errors in parentheses18
TABLE  3
(  cont  i nued  )
ESTIMATES  OF  LIQUIDITY  EFFECT
SEASONALLY  ADJUSTED  DATA
1959-1986
c0NsrANT (l'tlG-Mlce)  (Mzc-MzGe)  (rpG_rpce)  (il{F_rNFe)  SrcMA
-0.0018  _0.3287*
(0.0020)  (0.142i)
R2  = 0.28; O-W  = t.qg
-0.0013
(  0.0063  )
R2  = 0.37; D.g  = 1.55
-0.0047**  -0.3195*
(0.0011)  (0.13s3)
n2  = 0.23;  O-t.l  = 1.43
-0.0047**
(0.0011)
n2 = 0.29; D-l,J  = 1.49
0.3352**  0.5409*  -0.4297
(0.0707)  (0.2352)  (0.2646)
-0.7010**  0.3595**  0.3671  _0.5095*
(0.1611)  (0.0654)  (0.2215)  (o.257s)
0.3181**  0.5220*
(0.063e)  (0.22s2')
_0.5900**  0.3211**  0.3709
(0.1s82)  (0.0600)  (0.2214)
* = Significance  at 5 percent  level ** = Significance  at I bercent  level
Standard  Errors in parenrne  ses19
TABLE  4
ESTIMATES  OF  LIQUIDITY  EFFECT
SEASONALLY  UNADJUSTED  DATA
1959-  i986
constant  (Base-Basee'l  (  IpG_lpGe)  (  tnr_tNre)  SIGMA
-0.0017  -0.0059  0.2960**  0.3517  _O.44Il
(0.001e)  (o.t7ge)  (0.0670)  (0.a135)  (ri.aszr)
R2  = 0.24: D-l,J  = 1.58
-0.0047**  0.0063  0.Z7Bl**  0.3175 (0.0010)  (0.1744)  (0.0608)  (0.2083)
R2  = 0.19; D-l,,|  = 1.52
* = Significance  at the 5 percent  level
l*  = Sjgniticance  at the 1 percent  1eve1
Standard  errors in parenthe  ses20
TAELE  4
(continued)
ESTIMATES  OF  LIQUIDITY  EFFECT
SIASONALLY  UNADJUSTEO  DATA
i959-1986
coNsrANT (M1G-M1Ge)  (MzG_t,tzce)  (ipc_rpce)  (rNF_rNFe) SrGMA
-0.0018  -0.0599
(0.0020)  (0.1250)
R-  = 0.24;  D-tt  = 1.55
-0.0019
(0.0020)




- 0.19; D-l'l  = 1.50
-0.0047*
(  0.0011)
R2  = 0.26; D-t,l  = 1.51
0.3074*  0.3614  _0.4418
(0.0711)  (0.212e)  (0.2582)
-0.4419*  0.3444*  0.3440  _0.4t87
(0.1355)  (0.0662)  (0.2036)  (0.2556)
0.2867*  0.3263
(0.0648)  (0.2080)
-0.3821*  0.3166*  0.3189
(0.1320)  (0.0598)  (0.2000)
* = Sjgnificance  at 5 percent  level
1* = Significance  at 1 percent  level
Standard  Errors in parentheses2T
TABLE  5
LIVINGSTON  SURVEY  MEASURE
AND  MONEY  GRO}ITH
SEASONALLY  ADJUSTED  DATA
INTERCEPT  INF  INFI_I  INFt_z  BASE
1960-1976
-0.0025  58.2704**  _30.7434  31.6341**  0.L772*r, (0.0028)  (11.0365)  (r7.282s)  (10.3315)  to.ooEql
R2  = 0.95; D-l,J  = 1.97
1977  -L986
-0.0014  4t.617l**  9.3178  -1.1218  0.3370** (0.005e)  (s.e440)  (e.7346)  (6.308t)  ro.oolsl
2
R-  = 0.98; D-tl  = l.8B
** = Signif  icant  at I percent  1eve1.
Standard  errors in parenthes  i  s.22
TABLE  5 (Conti  nued)
LIVINGSTON  SURVEY  MEASURE
ANO  MONEY  GROWTH
SEASONALLY  AOJUSTED  DATA
INTERCEPT  INF  INFt_t  INFt_z  r4lc  MzG
1960_  1976
-0.0013  "  60.5562**  _27.366?  30.7586**  0.1527** (0.0024)  (10.5453) (r7.6ti4l  rio.:igel  (o.osJs)
n2  = 0.95; D-tl  = 1.71
-0.0078*  68.4426*  _17.3021  13.5770 (0.0033)  -  (8.7610)  (16.6e85) tii.s2iel
R2  = 0.96; D-li  = 1.92
1977_1986
.0.0143  56.6211**  lI.73L7  _1i.8497  0.1352** (0.0075)  (s.78ee) fiq.sssel  t6.ejqit  (0.063s)
R2  = 0.95; D-lr,l  = 1.11
.0.0175**  56.8365**  7.3490  _I2.6372
(0.0074)  (e.2101)  (15.25s8)  tg.iztil
n2  = 0.95;  D-tl  = 1.54
* = Significant  at 5 percent  level. ** = Significant  at 1 percent  level.






LIVINGSTOI{  SURVEY  MEASURE
AND  MONEY  GROI,ITH
SEASONALLY  UI'IADJUSTED  DATA
INTERCEPT  INF  INF.  1  INF.  ^  BASE
r960-  1976
;9.99?2.  66.6805**  -45.9772*  40.?247**  0.1568* (0.0027)  (1r.2681)  1ra.oaze1  rro.oqool  ro.oisir
n2  = 0.95;  D-N  = 2.04
1977-t986
-' 
_0.0052  47.3628**  13.5290  _6.3372  0.2491** (0.0025)  (7.3852)  (11.8t55)  tt.jizol  (0.0250)
n2  = 0.97;  D-t/  = 2.38
* = Significant  at S  percent  level. ** = Significant  at 1 percent  level.
Standard  errors in parenthes  i  s.24
TABLE  6 (Continued)
LIVINGSTOT{  SURVTY  MIASURE
AND  MONEY  GROl,llTH
SEASONALLY  UNADJUSTEO  DATA
INTERCEPT  INF  rNFt_l  rNFt_2  MlG  MzG
1960-1976
-0.0010  .  70.0757**  _45.4331*  40.8041**  0.1025** (0.002s)  (rr.42e2)  (1e.3643)  (11.2624)  ro.OqTil
n2  = 0.95;  D-ll  = 1.75
-0.0072*  73.1104**  _29.79?4  22.L375
(0.0033)  _  (9.4412)  (18.4728)  (12.4311)
R2  = 0.96;  O-l.J  = 1.99
1977-1986
0.0169*  53.3690**  14.8565  _I4.32t6  0.  iO04
(0.0078)  (8.7269)  (14.6317)  (9.3507)  rO.OOOal
R2  = 0.95: D-l,l  = 1.56
.0.0188*  53.8210**  11.8570  _14.5882
(0.0074)  (8.8e13)  (14.6031)  ts.STSit
n2  =  0.95;  o-l.t  = 1.59
* = Significant  at 5 percent  level. ** = Significant  at 1 percent  level.
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Footnotes
of  i982, the Federal  Reserve  switched  from
borrowed  reserves  target.  Such  a regirne  is
federal funds  rate.  See  Gilbert (19g5)  and
targetjng  nonborrowed
closely  related  to
Thornton  (1988).
J-.Ine seasona  y unadJusted  monetary  base  measure  was  obtained  from  the Federal
Reserve  Eank  of St. Lou.is.
4 Seasonally  unadjusted  data  were  available for BASE,  MlG.  l42G  and  INF.
2 .^ rr,  nowever,  agents  recognize  the inflation
unanticipated  money  growth,  long-term  nominal
See  Robi  nson  (  1989)  .
5 unntr.  TBILL,  cuRcAT,  FEDEXp
represents  the market  value  of
Cox  and Lown  (  1987)  .
potent'i  al associ  ated  wjth
interest rates would  i  ncrease.
and  DEF  are obtained  fron Citibase.  DEBTG
privately held gross  federal debt as reported rlF
6 The  B-G  procedure  also allows  for detection  of
correiat'ion.  Tests  for  the presence  of second_,
autocorrelation  were  also insignificant.
higher-order  seri  a  l
third-,  and  fourth-order
7 Murphy  and  ropel (1985)  show  that the covariance  natrix obtained  from  the
two-step  procedure  unambiguously  underestimates  the standard  errors of the
consistent second-step  estirnates. Essentially, the information  on the sampl.ing
distribution  of paraneters  estimated  in the first  step is used  to adjust the26
estlmated  covariances  of the second-step  equation.
8 Mishkin  (1983'  p.80)  points  out a potential  problem  in the models  estimated.
If  the money  suppiy  process  is not exogenous  then these  equations  suffer from
sinultaneous  equation  bias which  means  the estimates  could  give misleading
impressions  regarding  the irnpact  of unanticipated  money  growth  on interest
rates.
9 chow  tests on the forecasting  equations  for BASE,  l'llc, M2G  and  IpG  indicated
no structural change  in forecasts  of these  variables.
1n --  Ostensibly,  the reasons  given  for deemphasizing  Ml growth  in l9g2 vrere  the
maturing  of a large vorune  of al.r saver  certificates,  plus the scheduled
introduction of money  market  deposit  accounts. see "Record  of policy Action of
the F0MC:  Meeting  Held  on 0ctober  5, lg82,u  Federal  Reserve  Bulletin December
1982,  pp. 76I-766.  Financial  deregulation  was  c.ited  as the primary  factor in
the decjsion not to specify a target range  for Ml growth  in 19g7. see ,'Record  -
od Policy Action of the F0MC:  Meeting  Held  February  10-11,  19g7,"  Federal
Reserve  Bulletin June  1987,  pp. 443-451.27
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